
Lecture #4
The secrets of rhythm

“Music is not just in time… it does something with time.” (Zuckerkandl)



My drumming “story”



My debut!
Grade 7 band: first concert



High school daydreaming… 
my ‘fantasy’ drum kit!



My drumming “story”

photo of summer camp

+ percussion ensemble!  X 2 summers…



My drumming “story”





Etobicoke Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugene Kash



raintree 

the ragged flowers 

drum circles



Rhythm is universal
We are rhythmic creatures!  We have a drummer inside each of us.  Baby 
in womb hears breathing & heartbeat, a rhythmic warmth.  Babies first 
talk with same sound, pa-pa, ma-ma, boo-boo,  speaker in crib, if 
increase heartbeat, agitated (ie. mother under stress), eg. Amelia

Deep-seated need for rhythm: verse, speech, architecture, patterns, 
perception of time, seasons, planets, clocks, metabolism, traffic patterns, 
etc.  

Mahler’s 9th Symphony – first movement mimics his cardiac arrhythmia, 
lamenting his mortality.  He died soon after while writing his 10th.

“Time is the crucial dimension in music, and its 
first law is rhythm” (Machlis) 



The origins of rhythm in music?

<1000 yrs A.D.
monophonic, or ‘same 
voiced’ with one 
melody line or voice; 
4th century Plainsong, 
6th century Pope 
Gregory: ‘a prayer on 
pitch’; Asia & Middle-
East + rhythm

1000 – 1600 A.D. 
polyphonic two or 
more melodic lines, 
each with its own 
rhythm, often in 4th

& 5th intervals; 
cathedrals, in art, 
perspective; 

1600 – 1750 A.D. 
homophonic: 
single melody with 
chords, harmony; 
eg. piano  built 
into chamber 
music; polyphonic 
in fugue

1750 - present 
homophonic music with
increasing complexity in 
harmony, rhythm & 
musical colour (eg. 
Berlioz ‘Symphonie
Fantastique’ 1830) 

…the birth of harmony



Evolution of music: 
where is the rhythm?

Clue: music notation evolved 
with style of singing; rhythm 
was “missing” until 16th century, 
coincided with birth of harmony
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Entrainment of musical 
rhythms lead to physical 
response:  tap, clap, sway, 
dance… 

Waltz: “thought to be avant-garde and
scandalous (Lord Byron poem). It caused men
and women to hold on to each other and move
rapidly, clinging wildly while their hair flew,
petticoats fluttered, hips rocked in unison.”

Youth: “Generations define themselves by a music that
differs from their parents, who usually describe it as noise,
obscene, waste of time, lacking in any art.” (Ackerman)

EXPERIMENT

Why?  (i) feels good (ii) to help us sense music, (iii) to express, (iv) nervous system



The basics
beat – the regular pulse that divides music into equal units of time

measure – subdivision of beats, bite-size pieces to make sense of music

meter – regular grouping of beats: how many per measure & duration: 2, 3, 4

time signature – indicates the meter of a piece of music  eg. 4/4 time

accent – strong beat at regular intervals 

down-beat – 1st beat of the measure  home!

rhythm – a pattern pattern of beats:  in step with pulse, or pulling against

tempo – the speed of the beat, number of beats per minute

syncopation – deliberate upsetting of normal accent on weak beat, or off-beat

Rhythm is the “artistic organization of musical 
movement”, it controls the relationships in a 
piece of music. 



Common time subdivisions:    1     2     3    4    6     9    12 

[2 x 2]
2 x 3
3 x 2

4 x 3
2 x 6

[3 x 3]



Vast majority (>95%) of classical music and popular songs = 4
RADIO game… 20 random song samples on radio
Meter used:  4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 (3 were “swung”)
Why is that?

Symmetry



How would you like that…
straight or swung?

Straight: sub-quantize rhythm in 2 or 4

Swing: sub-quantize in 3, as triplets (jazz)
eg. ‘If I ever lose my faith in you’ by Sting
feel is jazzy, bouncy, funky!



The back-beat:  2 and 4!
“it’s gotta back-beat, you can’t lose it”



The rhythmic “frame” 
Hearing music – we quickly sense the ‘rhythmic frame’ from 
musical threads and cues around it; similar to hearing a 
fundamental note from harmonics; 

Steely Dan: 7 song excerpts 
from  album ‘Aja’ (1977)

Let’s play the ‘frame game’…
EXPT: in 10 seconds or less, find downbeat
EXPT:  a few tricky ones…   



I. The Clave
 Afro-Cuban
 Latin music
 Brazilian
 Bossa nova (shift 3rd beat)
 Rock & roll (clave + swung)



II. African bell pattern
West African drumming: Played 
on gangoqui (bell)
Pattern of 12 beats:  subdivide 2,3,4,6
Interesting: African bell pattern 
matches semi-tone + whole-tone 
pattern of the major scale

Ghana, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Guinea



Polyrhythms
3 / 2  
4 / 3 

recall Pythagoras ratios of 3/2 
(perfect 5th) and 4/3 (perfect 4th) 

polyrhythms break the time 
boundary of the music – stretches 
time within the frame of the song: 
rhythmic tension, playful, 
suspended feeling;

“America” from West Side 
Story (L.Bernstein, 1961))



Speed of encoding:  cochlea

speed of encoding:  snare drum single with 
single vs. double-stroke vs. “buzz” roll 



Break time  …drum solo!
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What is “groove”?
Techniques to make rhythms breathe, and provide “groove” 
to music: 
a. micro-shift of beats = “feel” (cultural)
b. dynamics – loud/soft/subtle/strong
c. use of accents 
d. playing ‘behind’ or ‘ahead’ of the beat
e. ghost notes
f. “clockwork” – eg. latin rhythm section (eg. Dreamland)
g. listening: hearing the “whole”



The almighty “shaker”
If you hear a song with a great “groove”, there will 
invariably be a shaker, tambourine, or hi-hat pulse

-shaker:  provides a subtle sub-quantization of the pulse, 
a rhythmic grid to orient and align players, & ears!

EXPT:  djembe pattern with shaker vs. without

eg. Sergio Mendes & Brasil 66 – VIDEO with shaker man trying to 
out-perform the girl singers!



Use of accents:
What is a “paradiddle”?  a “flam”?
Drummers use patterns of Left and Right strokes to create rhythms:

1) Flam

2) Paradiddle
3) Double paradiddle



Syncopation:
rhythms that push and pull against the beat; upset the 
normal accented beats, or off-beat:  spice.

Alex Cuba: ‘Fiesta Religion’ with voice, acoustic guitar, & 
congas from album ‘Agua Del Pozo’



Symmetry – songs with odd meter
(eg. patterns of 5,7, etc.)

EXPT:  what do these songs have in common?
a. Living in the Past by Jethro Tull
b. Solsbury Hill by Peter Gabriel
c. Cante e Dance by Pink Martini

What do these guys have in common?  
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Stravinsky:  The Rite of Spring 
Ballet composed in 1912: fierce 
rhythms, complex, dissonance 
…fractured time & space!

Piece that changed 20th century 
music (rhythm, dissonance): riot 
during premiere performance in 
Paris with Russian Ballet

Piano rag music (1919)
sounds like a ragtime 
song cut in 100 pieces 
and taped back together!

time signature changes every bar… fractured time!



“compose music without the 
boundaries of musical meter”

“Firth of Fifth” by Genesis (Tony Banks), from album 
‘Selling England by the Pound’ (1973) with time 
signatures of 2/4, 4.4., 13/16, 15/16, etc.



Drumming as a language
hand drum: variations in pitch, tone, sustain, attack, can be used to create 
interest, like language: musical

DEMO:  Djembe drum – African origin, goat-skin stretched tightly over an 
hour-glass wooden drum, tension from ropes; high-pitch and low-pitch, 
versatile! drum circles.

eg. Ayub Ogada:  ‘Obeiro’ with voice call & response



Talking drums
Talking drum (eg. Habib Koite)
Cuica (Brazil samba)
Berimbau (The Bat, or Ozark with piano)
M’bira (Zimbabwe, Uganda)



Tabla
a) Unique drumming tradition – Northern India

b) Uses “syllables” by finger strokes

c) Improvised rhythms in complex 
mathematical patterns – “Tals”

d) Rhythms taught by vocalization  
Sheila Chandra: “Speaking in 
tongues” on ‘Voices from the 
Real World’



Gongs & cymbals
 Turkey 14th century  Europe
 bell bronze (20% tin, 80% copper)
 family guarded secrets of tempering
 hammered to alter frequencies
 provide shimmer & white noise!



Mussorgsky: “The Great Gate of Kiev” from ‘Pictures at an 
Exhibition’ (1874) for piano; orchestrated in 1922 by 
composer Maurice Ravel; climax with brass chords & gong!!!
Ontario Place Forum: he perils of a slowly turning circular 
stage?



What do drums & percussion do?
a) keep beat or pulse
b) indicate down-beat
c) provide rhythmic “glue” between musical elements
d) create “groove” or “feel” of song
e) build energy
f) signal change in music
g) white noise
h) visual
i) look super-cool!
j) listening: hear it “whole”



Thank you!
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